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Session Outcomes
•	By the end of the session, participants will be able to develop or improve their assessment efforts by: 
–	Applying ideas from workshop to:
•	Define their assessment question
•	Identify potential assessment methods for their institution
–	Learning from what NC State has learned
–	Utilizing resources from this workshop


Session Overview
•	LITRE as a Quality Enhancement Plan

•	Defining the Assessment Question 
–	LITRE Plan Goals & our revisions
–	Framework 
–	Exercise 1

•	Defining Assessment Methods
–	Assessment Methods at NC State
–	Exercise 2

•	Wrap-up
LITRE Planning
•	LITRE as an outgrowth of accreditation review
–	Plan for transformative, institutional improvement
–	Crucial to enhancing educational quality
–	Directly related to student learning
–	Based on comprehensive analysis of institutional effectiveness
LITRE Planning
•	Initial Benchmarking
–	Defining the “learning with technology” environment
–	Focus Groups
–	Critical Infrastructure Needs 
–	2003 Faculty Survey
LITRE Faculty Survey (2003)
•	Why:  Inform recommendations of LITRE and provide baseline for future LITRE efforts
•	Who and What:  Faculty were surveyed about their experiences with computer-based instructional and learning aids. 1,790 faculty were invited to participate in the survey. 983 did—a response rate of 55%.
•	Indicator:  Respondents were asked what would make it easier to use the technologies that they did use in their courses:  “If they were available and supported in the classrooms in which I typically teach” was chosen most often, 37% of the time.

•	See http://litre.ncsu.edu for survey report and instrument.





The Essence of the LITRE Plan
•	Scholarly inquiry focused on enhancing the technology-rich learning environment
•	Investigative process through which new approaches to student learning, using technology, are proposed, vetted, empirically evaluated, and if the evaluation results indicate, deployed and routinely assessed
•	Evidence would be collected and analyzed to inform future projects
Critical Infrastructure Needs
•	Classroom Improvement
•	Faculty Computing
•	File Space Quota
•	Software Licensing
•	Learning Management Systems
•	Digital Asset Management
•	Student E-Portfolios
•	Technology Support for Students

•	Faculty Innovation Grants
•	Information Exchange
•	Accessibility and Universal Design
•	Wireless Data Connectivity and Mobile Computing/Communication Systems
•	Advanced Remote Access Services
First Wave Initiatives
•	Classroom and Laboratory Improvements
–	University-wide Classroom Improvement Plan
–	Student Group Collaboration (FlySpace)
–	ClassTech projects
–	SCALE-UP Classroom 
•	Faculty Innovation Grants
–	LITRE grants


Assessment Cycle
•	Step 1 – Develop/refine your assessment question
•	Step 2 – Define assessment methods that will gather evidence
•	Step 3 – Implement assessment methods, gather evidence, analyze data
•	Step 4 – Interpret the results in terms of your assessment question
•	Step 5 – Make decisions based on results and interpretations
Step 1 – Develop the Question
•	“Assessment is the systematic collection, review and use of information about educational programs undertaken for the purpose of improving student learning and development” (Assessment Essentials: Planning, Implementing, and Improving Assessment in Higher Education. Catherine A. Palomba & Trudy W. Banta 1999)

•	Evaluation – “…a broader concept than assessment as it deals with all aspects of a program including resources, staffing, organization, operations, and efficiency” SAUM website http://www.maa.org/saum/faq.html#diffeval


•	What are you wanting to know?
–	Student learning
–	Effective use of resources

•	Why do you want to know that? What are the driving forces? Level of analyses?
–	Improve your course, program, or institution?
–	Give information to Provost for educational improvements?
–	To better invest resources?
–	Accreditation?
LITRE Assessment
•	Overarching goals
•	Focused on assessment related to student learning
•	Assessment methods should be conducted by PI of the initiatives and grants
•	Collaboration - Support through LITRE Assessment Committee
Collaboration – 
LITRE Assessment Committee
•	Faculty
•	Assessment Professionals
•	Computer/Information Technology Professionals
•	Instructional Designers
•	Available to help with assessment design of Individual Faculty Proposals
•	(http://litre.ncsu.edu/dfiles/people.html)
LITRE Goals
•	Improve student learning
•	Systematically investigate effectiveness of technology-based innovations in learning and teaching
•	Use results to scale our successes, shape future investigations and inform campus decision making
Student Learning Assessed: 
Four Dimensions Defined
•	Problem Solving
•	Empirical Inquiry
•	Research from Sources
•	Performance in the discipline
•	See LITRE Plan, Appendix A for definitions: http://litre.ncsu.edu/

Lessons Learned—Assessment 
•	Obtain baseline data – helped define our Goals and Initiatives
•	Develop Assessment Committee that actively engages community in discussions
•	Ask and Ask again: What do we want to learn from assessment? What will it tell us?


Lessons Learned: Our Next Steps
•	Modifications:
–	Revisit overarching questions: What pedagogical issues are we trying to solve?  How can technology help address challenges? 
•	Framework:
–	Developing a framework to have a common understanding of the issues involved. (handout)
–	Resource: FAQ “technology and assessment” website: http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/assmt/litre
Exercise 1 – 15 minutes
•	Given that “student learning” is the focus of your question, develop a set of possible questions that could be addressed at the “institutional” level. 
•	Examples:
–	Learner characteristics: How do we best meet multiple learning styles to affect student’s ability to be engaged with the material via technology? 
–	Functional use of technology: How does applying “real world” simulations/interactions improve learning? Where is face-to-face really better?  Where is virtual better?  How are they different? 
–	Environment: How does giving students different levels of feedback on their work via technology, affect how well they think critically? 
–	Learning space: How do we improve learning in large-enrollment classes?  


Group Discussion
•	What were your questions?
•	What issues did this activity raise?
Assessment Cycle
•	Step 1 – Develop/refine your assessment question
•	Step 2 – Define assessment methods that will gather evidence
•	Step 3 – Implement assessment methods, gather evidence, analyze data
•	Step 4 – Interpret the results in terms of your assessment question
•	Step 5 – Make decisions based on results and interpretations
Step 2 – Define Methods
•	Consider your assessment question
•	Direct measure of student learning
–	i.e., Use of student work in portfolios, tests, projects
•	Indirect measures
–	i.e., Surveys of students, faculty, alumni, employers (see handout)
•	Methods - Plans should include who do what, when, how, who information reported to, etc.
•	What are others doing?
–	Resource: Annotated bibliography:
http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/assmt/litre

Levels of Assessment
Levels of Assessment
•	Part of assessment (level 0) is understanding:
–	What are we doing with the technology?
–	What are people’s attitudes toward the technology?
Technology Use/Attitudes
•	Training
–	Who are you training, and on what?
–	FY 2004/2005
•	301 unique participants via regularly scheduled workshops, including 87 faculty, 120 staff, and 77 graduate students, with 1271 enrollments.  Over 400 participants were served in custom trainings, and 41 attended Summer Institute. See http://delta.ncsu.edu/media/ltsannual04-05.pdf for details. 
–	July 1, 2005 – Feb. 28, 2006
•	446 unique participants so far, 162 faculty, 103 staff, 97 grad students
–	See workshop schedule at: http://lts.ncsu.edu/is/workshops.php 
Technology Use/Attitudes
•	Support
–	What support are you providing?
–	In FY 2005, 2836 e-mails, phone, and in-person help calls and consultations were documented, an overall increase of 32% (from an overall total of 2150 documented calls in FY 2004). A total of 2349 Remedy calls and 487 Instructional House Calls were reported during FY 2005. 

2006 patterns


Technology Use/Attitudes
•	Usage
•	How do you look at usage?
Look at:
•	How many LMS sections?
•	Tool usage?
•	Usage statistics? (depts/colleges?)
–	http://delta2.ncsu.edu/apps/lms_reports/index.php


Technology Use/Attitudes
•	What do faculty, staff & students think about the technology?
–	http://zope.delta.ncsu.edu/portal/delta/slic/slic_committees/delta/slic/slic_committees/Assessment/

–	Faculty focus groups, student surveys, faculty and staff surveys.
Levels of Assessment
Assessment of Individual 
Faculty Grants – Mostly Course Level (1)
•	Each Faculty Grant MUST include assessment activities
–	“How will I know if I accomplished my goals?”
–	“How does the technology and pedagogy affect student learning?”
•	PI does the assessment work, but the LITRE Assessment Committee members are available to consult with PIs
Course Level Assessment (1):
ENG 33(x) Technical Writing
•	Objective: Improved writing on cover letters and resumes
•	Pedagogy: Used web modules for students to complete before class – devoted more class time to assisting students with writing
•	Assessment method: Had graduate students review samples from students in the enhanced section and in the “regular” section
•	Results: Students in enhanced section performed better on the writing tasks
Levels of Assessment
Program Level Assessment
•	College of Engineering “Mobile Computing Pilot Program” (Laptop Initiative)
•	Student learning objective: improved problem solving by students in “laptop sections”
•	Other objectives: assess faculty workload, technical challenges, student and faculty satisfaction with “laptop sections”
•	Courses Involved:  Intro to Engineering, Calculus sequence, Computer Models in Bio Engineering, Chem E Design I, others
Program Level Assessment (cont)
•	Pedagogy: “Laptop sections” were set up so that students brought their laptops to class and used them on exercises or activities; regular sections were lectures with separate labs (at a different time)
•	Methods of Assessment: Direct methods used rubrics to score student work on appropriate facets of their work (complexity of programming solutions, grasp of graphical concepts, etc); Indirect methods (surveys)
Program Level Assessment (cont)
•	Results: Students in the “laptop sections” significantly outperformed students in regular sections on many aspects of course work (including visualization of content, programming, and graphics)
•	Faculty members indicated a need for more training and more mentoring by other faculty members who had previously taught a “laptop section”
•	The detailed report can be found at …
•	http://www.eos.ncsu.edu/soc/assessment/


Levels of Assessment
Assessment Methods for LITRE Goals
•	Faculty Survey
–	Was used in developing LITRE
–	Will be conducted periodically to look for improvements and other issues
–	Will include faculty perceptions of how student learning improved in 4 dimensions
•	Student Surveys
–	Student perceptions on the 4 dimensions of student learning
•	Alumni Survey
•	Meta-synthesis of LITRE Projects (LITRE-Like Projects) & Grants
–	Lessons learned
–	Improvement of student learning

LITRE Results Related to Student Learning
Senior student survey: 
•	The highest increase was seen in use of computerized exams:
–	USE: 23% in 03/04 increased to 30% in 04/05 
–	LEARNED BETTER: 18% in 03/04 increase to 28% in 04/05
From LITRE projects: 
•	Only a few results related to student learning from 2004-2005 efforts because:
–	Time needed for Infrastructure
–	Time for faculty to incorporate technology into coursework
–	Time to develop DIRECT assessment methods of student learning (not rely on just indirect methods such as surveys)
•	Majority of faculty felt that the pace, variety and depth of their course has been increased and students were more involved in learning. 
•	Need to Modify Question: the interaction of technology as a tool, faculty’s pedagogy and student use of the technology on student learning. 

Lessons Learned—Assessment Methods 
•	Overestimate time and resources

•	Get faculty involved in assessment

•	Provide support and training for assessment

•	Helps improve understanding of assessment

•	Just Do IT!  

Exercise 2: Assessment Method – 15 minutes
Group Discussion
•	What were your methods?
•	What were some of the challenges?
Wrap-Up
•	Vision: What is your overall question?
•	Vision: Pedagogically driven – Technology is only one component of complex framework
•	Collaboration: Assessment is Collaborative
•	Collaboration: Harvesting and Meta-synthesis of multi-levels for institutional decision-making
•	Leadership: 1-2 champions of the process
•	Diverse: Assessment is as diverse as our institutions but should be systematic, systemic, and sustainable
•	Evolutionary: Assessment is an iterative process
Resources
•	Quality Enhancement Plan for Learning in a Technology-Rich Environment at NC State:
http://litre.ncsu.edu/pdf/litre_qep.pdf
•	LITRE Goals and Assessment Plan: http://litre.ncsu.edu/dfiles/goals_short.html
•	2003 LITRE Faculty Survey Report:
http://litre.ncsu.edu/fac_sur.pdf
•	Classroom Technology @ NC State:
http://www.ncsu.edu/classtech/
Resources
•	Update on Infrastructure Critical Needs Documentation:
 http://www.ncsu.edu/classtech/workshops/eli2006/
•	Annual Reports and Strategic LMS Implementation Committee/DELTA website: http://zope.delta.ncsu.edu/portal/delta/slic/slic_committees/delta/slic/slic_committees/Assessment/
•	Resources on assessment of technology related to student learning: http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/assmt/litre/
•	Internet Resources on Higher Education Outcomes Assessment: http://www2.acs.ncsu.edu/UPA/assmt/resource.htm
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